DIPPED/COATED GLOVES

37180
MULTI-TASK FOAM NITRILE GRIP

- Foam nitrile coating is flexible and provides excellent grip
- Polyester shell lasts longer than the average glove
- Elastic knit wrist keeps out dirt and debris

37182
HI-VIZ MULTI-TASK FOAM NITRILE GRIP

- Foam nitrile coating is flexible and provides excellent grip
- Polyester shell lasts longer than the average glove
- Elastic knit wrist keeps out dirt and debris

3719
HEAVY DUTY NITRILE GRIP

- Sandy nitrile coating is durable and provides excellent grip
- Seamless knit shell for comfortable tight fit
- Hook and loop wrist adjusts to the perfect fit

37125
MULTI-TASK NITRILE GRIP

- Flat nitrile coating is smooth, strong and liquid-resistant
- Seamless knit shell for comfortable tight fit
- Elastic knit wrist keeps out dirt and debris

37130
MULTI-TASK NITRILE GRIP

- Flat nitrile coating is smooth, strong and liquid-resistant
- Seamless knit shell for comfortable tight fit
- Elastic knit wrist keeps out dirt and debris
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Women’s
37130-W
LADIES MULTI-TASK
NITRILE GRIP

SIZE: W
- Flat nitrile coating is smooth, strong and liquid-resistant
- Seamless knit shell for comfortable tight fit
- Elastic knit wrist keeps out dirt and debris

37200
CUT-RESISTANT
POLYURETHANE GRIP

SIZE: L - XL
- Polyurethane coating for sensitive touch and dexterity
- ANSI cut A4 protection for heavy duty tasks
- HPPE shell fiber is 10 times stronger than steel

HVY37165
TOUCHSCREEN HI-VIZ
POLYURETHANE GRIP

SIZE: L - XL
- Polyurethane coating for sensitive touch and dexterity
- Conductive threads in fingertips for use with touch screens
- Great resistance to abrasion

Women’s
37165
MULTI-TASK
POLYURETHANE GRIP

SIZE: L
- Polyurethane coating for sensitive touch and dexterity
- Seamless knit shell for comfortable tight fit
- Elastic knit wrist keeps out dirt and debris

37165/W
LADIES MULTI-TASK
POLYURETHANE GRIP

SIZE: W
- Polyurethane coating for sensitive touch and dexterity
- Seamless knit shell for comfortable tight fit
- Elastic knit wrist keeps out dirt and debris

30300
DOUBLE-DIPPED
LATEX GRIP

SIZE: L
- Double dipped for enhanced protection
- Exterior sandy foam latex layer improves grip
- Interior flat latex layer keeps hand dry
**DIPPED/COATED GLOVES**

**Women’s**

**30301**  
**LADIES DOUBLE-DIPPED LATEX GRIP**
- Double dipped for enhanced protection
- Exterior sandy foam latex layer improves grip
- Interior flat latex layer keeps hand dry

**30600**  
**CRINKLE LATEX GRIP**
- Crinkle latex coating is durable and provides grip in wet conditions
- Seamless knit shell for comfortable tight fit
- Elastic knit wrist keeps out dirt and debris

**30500**  
**CRINKLE LATEX GRIP**
- Crinkle latex coating is durable and provides grip in wet conditions
- Seamless knit shell for comfortable tight fit
- Elastic knit wrist keeps out dirt and debris

**30708**  
**ECONOMY LATEX GRIP**
- Flat latex coating provides durable grip and keeps hands dry
- Cotton/polyester knit shell resists abrasion
- Elastic knit wrist keeps out dirt and debris

**30709**  
**ECONOMY LATEX GRIP**
- Flat latex coating provides durable grip and keeps hands dry
- Cotton/polyester knit shell resists abrasion
- Elastic knit wrist keeps out dirt and debris

**30707**  
**ECONOMY LATEX GRIP**
- Flat latex coating provides durable grip and keeps hands dry
- Cotton/polyester knit shell resists abrasion
- Elastic knit wrist keeps out dirt and debris
**Women's**

**30601**
LADIES FOAM LATEX GRIP

**SIZE: WL**
- Foam latex coating is durable and provides grip in wet conditions
- Seamless knit shell for comfortable tight fit
- Elastic knit wrist keeps out dirt and debris

**85040**
PREMIUM GRAIN DEERSKIN LEATHER

**SIZE: M - 2XL**
- Deerskin grain leather provides dexterity and protection
- Flexible keystone thumb allows for excellent dexterity
- Shirred wrist keeps out dirt and debris

**85040/W**
LADIES PREMIUM GRAIN DEERSKIN LEATHER

**SIZE: WM - WL**
- Deerskin grain leather provides dexterity and protection
- Flexible keystone thumb allows for excellent dexterity
- Shirred wrist keeps out dirt and debris

**85500**
PREMIUM SPLIT DEERSKIN LEATHER

**SIZE: M - 2XL**
- Deerskin split leather provides dexterity and protection
- Flexible keystone thumb allows for excellent dexterity
- Shirred wrist keeps out dirt and debris

**85500-W**
LADIES PREMIUM SPLIT DEERSKIN LEATHER

**SIZE: W**
- Deerskin split leather provides dexterity and protection
- Flexible keystone thumb allows for excellent dexterity
- Shirred wrist keeps out dirt and debris

**86005**
AQUA ARMOR® GRAIN LEATHER

**SIZE: M - XL**
- Aqua Armor® water-resistant technology
- Premium grain cowhide for heavy duty work
- Shirred wrist keeps out dirt and debris
## LEATHER GLOVES

### Women’s

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Style Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>84005</td>
<td>AQUA ARMOR® GRAIN LEATHER</td>
<td>WSM - WML</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84500</td>
<td>AQUA ARMOR® GRAIN/SPLIT LEATHER</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84000</td>
<td>DOUBLE PALM PATCHED LEATHER</td>
<td>S - 2XL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Aqua Armor® water-resistant technology**
- **Heavy duty premium grain goatskin**
- **Shirred wrist keeps out dirt and debris**

### Ladies Double Palm Patched Leather

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Style Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>84000/W</td>
<td>LADIES DOUBLE PALM PATCHED LEATHER</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84040</td>
<td>LEATHER SLIP-ON</td>
<td>M - XL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82040</td>
<td>LEATHER SLIP-ON</td>
<td>M - L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Grain cowhide leather provides durability for tough jobs**
- **Premium grain cowhide palm, split cowhide back for heavy duty work**
- **Shirred wrist keeps out dirt and debris**

## Aqua Armor®

- **Aqua Armor® water-resistant technology**
- **Heavy duty premium grain goatskin**
- **Shirred wrist keeps out dirt and debris**

- **Grain cowhide leather provides durability for tough jobs**
- **Split cowhide palm patch for added protection**
- **Shirred wrist keeps out dirt and debris**

- **Grain cowhide leather provides durability for tough jobs**
- **Flexible keystone thumb allows for excellent dexterity**
- **Shirred wrist keeps out dirt and debris**

- **Grain pigskin provides water resistance and protection**
- **Flexible keystone thumb allows for excellent dexterity**
- **Elastic knit wrist keeps out dirt and debris**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 84055       | LEATHER BALL AND TAPE        | L - XL     | • Grain cowhide leather provides durability for tough jobs  
• Flexible keystone thumb allows for excellent dexterity  
• Adjustable ball and tape wrist ensures a perfect fit |
| 84060       | AQUA ARMOR® SPLIT LEATHER    | M - XL     | • Aqua Armor® water-resistant technology  
• Split cowhide leather provides durability for tough jobs  
• Adjustable ball and tape wrist ensures a perfect fit |
| 81450       | GREY SPLIT LEATHER           | L - XL     | • Split cowhide leather provides durability for tough jobs  
• Flexible keystone thumb allows for excellent dexterity  
• Shirred wrist keeps out dirt and debris |
| 81456       | BROWN SPLIT LEATHER          | M - XL     | • Split cowhide leather provides durability for tough jobs  
• Flexible keystone thumb allows for excellent dexterity  
• Shirred wrist keeps out dirt and debris |
| 23076       | LADIES TURQUOISE SPLIT LEATHER | WL        | • Grain cowhide leather provides durability for tough jobs  
• Flexible keystone thumb allows for excellent dexterity  
• Shirred wrist keeps out dirt and debris |
| 79080       | GOATSkin LEATHER PALM        | L - XL     | • Heavy duty premium grain goatskin is flexible and durable  
• Canvas back of hand is durable  
• Rubberized safety cuff for easy on and off access |
| 84050       | AQUA ARMOR® SPLIT LEATHER    | M - XL     | • Aqua Armor® water-resistant technology  
• Split cowhide leather provides durability for tough jobs  
• Adjustable ball and tape wrist ensures a perfect fit |

**Women's**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 81456       | BROWN SPLIT LEATHER          | M - XL     | • Split cowhide leather provides durability for tough jobs  
• Flexible keystone thumb allows for excellent dexterity  
• Shirred wrist keeps out dirt and debris |
| 79080       | GOATSkin LEATHER PALM        | L - XL     | • Heavy duty premium grain goatskin is flexible and durable  
• Canvas back of hand is durable  
• Rubberized safety cuff for easy on and off access |
**LEATHER GLOVES**

**86003**
SPLIT LEATHER PALM MESH BACK

*SIZE: M - XL*

- Split cowhide leather provides durability for tough jobs
- Mesh back of hand facilitates air flow
- Reinforced knuckle strap

**23025**
LADIES SPLIT LEATHER PALM MESH BACK

*SIZE: W*

- Split cowhide leather provides durability for tough jobs
- Mesh back of hand facilitates air flow
- Reinforced knuckle strap

**86001**
SPLIT LEATHER PALM SPANDEX BACK

*SIZE: M - XL*

- Split cowhide leather provides durability for tough jobs
- Spandex back of hand is flexible and breathable
- Hook and loop wrist adjusts for the perfect fit

**71021**
PREMIUM SPLIT LEATHER PALM RED CANVAS BACK

*SIZE: L - XL*

- Split cowhide leather provides durability for tough jobs
- Canvas back of hand is durable
- Rubberized safety cuff for easy on and off access

**71025/K**
YOUTH SPLIT LEATHER PALM CANVAS BACK

*SIZE: K*

- Split cowhide leather provides durability for tough jobs
- Canvas back of hand is durable
- Reinforced knuckle strap

**75525**
SPLIT LEATHER DOUBLE PALM CANVAS BACK

*SIZE: M - 2XL*

- Heavy duty split cowhide leather double palm for rugged durability
- Canvas back of hand is durable
- Rubberized safety cuff for easy on and off access
GEAR THAT WORKS

**LEATHER GLOVES**

**23000**
*LADIES SPLIT LEATHER PALM LAVENDER CANVAS BACK*
- Size: WM - WL
- Split cowhide leather provides durability for tough jobs
- Canvas back of hand is durable
- Rubberized safety cuff for easy on and off access

**70500**
*HI-VIZ SPLIT LEATHER PALM CANVAS BACK*
- Size: L - XL
- Split cowhide leather provides durability for tough jobs
- Canvas back of hand is durable
- Hi-viz color and reflective tape provide added safety

**70501**
*HI-VIZ SPLIT LEATHER PALM CANVAS BACK*
- Size: L - XL
- Split cowhide leather provides durability for tough jobs
- Canvas back of hand is durable
- Hi-viz color and reflective tape provide added safety

**71020**
*PREMIUM SPLIT LEATHER PALM CANVAS BACK*
- Size: M - XL
- Split cowhide leather provides durability for tough jobs
- Canvas back of hand is durable
- Rubberized safety cuff for easy on and off access

**71050**
*SPLIT LEATHER PALM CANVAS BACK*
- Size: L
- Split cowhide leather provides durability for tough jobs
- Canvas back of hand is durable
- Starched safety cuff offers forearm protection

**71000**
*SPLIT LEATHER PALM CANVAS BACK*
- Size: L
- Split cowhide leather provides durability for tough jobs
- Canvas back of hand is durable
- Elastic knit wrist keeps out dirt and debris

**70500**
*HI-VIZ SPLIT LEATHER PALM CANVAS BACK*
- Size: L - XL
- Split cowhide leather provides durability for tough jobs
- Canvas back of hand is durable
- Hi-viz color and reflective tape provide added safety
Women's

86205
LADIES SYNTHETIC LEATHER PERFORMANCE

SIZE: WS - WL
• Synthetic leather palm and fingertips
• Spandex back of hand is flexible and breathable
• Padded palm for added protection where it's needed most

86156
ECONOMY PERFORMANCE WITH PADDED KNUCKLE

SIZE: L - XL
• Synthetic leather palm and fingertips
• Spandex back of hand is flexible and breathable
• Padded knuckle, reinforced thumb saddle
• Mixed color assortment of black, green and blue

61800
HEAVYWEIGHT YELLOW CHORE

SIZE: L - XL
• Heavyweight material protects during tougher tasks
• Soft cotton lining provides a comfortable feel
• Elastic knit wrist keeps out dirt and debris

61500
HEAVYWEIGHT YELLOW CHORE

SIZE: L - XL
• Heavyweight material protects during tougher tasks
• Soft corduroy lining provides a comfortable feel
• Elastic knit wrist keeps out dirt and debris

62030
HEAVYWEIGHT GREEN CHORE

SIZE: L - XL
• Heavyweight material protects during tougher tasks
• Soft cotton lining provides a comfortable feel
• Elastic knit wrist keeps out dirt and debris

Youth

RE47000
YOUTH SYNTHETIC LEATHER CAMO

SIZE: YL
• Synthetic leather padded palm and knuckle strap
• Realtree® Xtra camo pattern
• Hook and loop wrist adjusts to the perfect fit

86205
LADIES SYNTHETIC LEATHER PERFORMANCE

SIZE: WS - WL
• Synthetic leather palm and fingertips
• Spandex back of hand is flexible and breathable
• Padded palm for added protection where it's needed most

86156
ECONOMY PERFORMANCE WITH PADDED KNUCKLE

SIZE: L - XL
• Synthetic leather palm and fingertips
• Spandex back of hand is flexible and breathable
• Padded knuckle, reinforced thumb saddle
• Mixed color assortment of black, green and blue

61800
HEAVYWEIGHT YELLOW CHORE

SIZE: L - XL
• Heavyweight material protects during tougher tasks
• Soft cotton lining provides a comfortable feel
• Elastic knit wrist keeps out dirt and debris

61500
HEAVYWEIGHT YELLOW CHORE

SIZE: L - XL
• Heavyweight material protects during tougher tasks
• Soft corduroy lining provides a comfortable feel
• Elastic knit wrist keeps out dirt and debris

62030
HEAVYWEIGHT GREEN CHORE

SIZE: L - XL
• Heavyweight material protects during tougher tasks
• Soft cotton lining provides a comfortable feel
• Elastic knit wrist keeps out dirt and debris
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### 61410
**STANDARD WEIGHT YELLOW CHORE**

**Size: XL**
- Standard material provides value
- Soft cotton lining provides a comfortable feel

### 65090
**BROWN JERSEY**

**Size: S - L**
- Medium weight jersey is great for everyday protection
- 5-piece stretch back for flexibility
- Elastic knit wrist keeps out dirt and debris

### 65590
**LADIES BROWN JERSEY WITH MICRO-DOTS**

**Size: W**
- Medium weight jersey is great for everyday protection
- Dotted palm provides extra grip
- Elastic knit wrist keeps out dirt and debris

---

### 65090
**BROWN JERSEY**

**Size: S - L**
- Medium weight jersey is great for everyday protection
- 5-piece stretch back for flexibility
- Elastic knit wrist keeps out dirt and debris

### 65590
**LADIES BROWN JERSEY WITH MICRO-DOTS**

**Size: W**
- Medium weight jersey is great for everyday protection
- Dotted palm provides extra grip
- Elastic knit wrist keeps out dirt and debris

---

### 65291
**LADIES TURQUOISE JERSEY**

**Size: W**
- Medium weight jersey is great for everyday protection
- 5-piece stretch back for flexibility
- Elastic knit wrist keeps out dirt and debris

---

### GENERAL USE GLOVES

---

**GEAR THAT WORKS**
GENERAL USE GLOVES

56000 CANVAS WITH DOTS

**SIZE: L**
- Lightweight canvas is durable for multi-purpose tasks
- Dotted palm provides extra grip
- Elastic knit wrist keeps out dirt and debris

55080 CANVAS WITH KNIT WRIST

**SIZE: L**
- Lightweight canvas is durable for multi-purpose tasks
- 5-piece stretch back for flexibility
- Elastic knit wrist keeps out dirt and debris

30010 STRING KNIT WITH DOTS

**SIZE: L**
- Medium weight all-purpose polyester glove
- Dotted palm provides extra grip
- Elastic knit wrist keeps out dirt and debris

30000 WHITE STRING KNIT

**SIZE: L**
- Medium weight all-purpose cotton/polyester glove
- Elastic knit wrist helps keeps out dirt and debris
- Reversible style fits both hands

13500 12 IN. PVC FULLY COATED BLUE

**SIZE: L**
- 12 in. gauntlet cuff protects hands and wrist
- Rough finish provides grip in wet/dry conditions
- Soft cotton lining provides a comfortable feel

14014 14 IN. PVC FULLY COATED GREEN

**SIZE: L - XL**
- 14 in. gauntlet cuff protects hands and wrist
- Sandpaper finish provides grip in wet conditions
- Soft cotton lining provides a comfortable feel
14012
12 IN. PVC
FULLY COATED GREEN
SIZE: L
- 12 in. gauntlet cuff protects hands and wrist
- Rough finish provides grip in wet/dry conditions
- Soft jersey lining provides a comfortable feel

12018
18 IN. PVC
FULLY COATED BLACK
SIZE: L
- 18 in. gauntlet cuff protects hands and wrist
- Sandpaper finish provides grip in wet conditions
- Soft cotton lining provides a comfortable feel

13012
12 IN. PVC
FULLY COATED BLACK
SIZE: L
- 12 in. gauntlet cuff protects hands and wrist
- Sandpaper finish provides grip in wet conditions
- Soft cotton lining provides a comfortable feel

12090
PVC
FULLY COATED RED
SIZE: L
- Smooth finish increases grip and dexterity
- Knit wrist keeps out dirt and debris
- Soft jersey lining provides a comfortable feel

12000
PVC
FULLY COATED BLACK
SIZE: L
- Smooth finish increases grip and dexterity
- Knit wrist keeps out dirt and debris
- Soft cotton lining provides a comfortable feel

15014
14 IN. FOAM NITRILE OVER FLAT NITRILE COATED BLUE
SIZE: L
- 14 in. gauntlet cuff protects hands and wrist
- Flat nitrile layer protects hands and keeps them dry
- Foam nitrile palm dip provides great grip with no residue
Since 1978, West Chester Protective Gear has provided you with leading solutions that improve your performance and safety on the job and at home. From gloves to rainwear to disposable clothing, West Chester equips you with a wide range of quality products to meet your protection needs.

• GEAR THAT WORKS •